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Suppose that 0 is a topological space equipped with a Hausdorff topology
and that T is a continuous function mapping $ into <P. We discuss the existence
and uniqueness of fixed points of T and the convergence of the Picard sequence
of iterates, from the viewpoint of the existence of a homotopy with special proper-
ties.

DEFINITION 1. The mapping HT{4>, t) of $ x [0, 1] to # will be called an
iteration homotopy for T if

i) HT((f), t) is a homotopy

ii) there exists a strictly decreasing sequence {ns\s — 1, 2, • • •} of points in
[0, 1 ] for which:

a) Wl = 1

b) HT(<f>,ns) = Ts<t>, where Ts<j> = T{r~l4),
s = 2, 3, • • •

c) lim ns = 0.
S-+0O

THEOREM 2. A function T has at most one fixed point if

i) an iteration homotopy for T exists, and

ii) HT(<f>, 0) has at most one fixed point.

PROOF. T is necessarily continuous, since HT{(j), 1) = T and HT((j), t) is a
homotopy.

Suppose <[> and \j/ are distinct fixed points of T. In this case, Tk<$> = <p and
Tk\ji = 4/ for all k = 1, 2, • • •. But then $ = HT{<\>, nk) and ^ = HT{^>, nk) for all
k, and so, from the assumed continuity of HT,

4> = l im HT(<!>, nk) = HT(4>, 0 ) .
fc-»oo

Likewise, i/' = HT(ip, 0).

COROLLARY 3. If for some element \j/ of<P, HT(<j), 0) = \j) for all <j> e <P, then:
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i) T has at most one fixed point,

ii) either the fixed point is \j/, or there is no fixed point,

iii) the sequence of iterates converges for all (p e <P, and the limit is independent

of the initial point (j).

COROLLARY 4. For some positive integer n0 let T"0 satisfy the hypotheses of the
theorem. IfTis continuous, then T has at most one fixed point.

PROOF. Every fixed point of T is a fixed point of 7™°.

EXAMPLE 5.

i) If $ represents the real number system and Tx = e~x, Corollary 3 applies.

ii) If 4> = L2(S?) and T(f>(x) = / ( * ) +A $xe(x-y)<f>(y)dy, the following map-
ping is an iteration homotopy for T for which HT{<f>, 0) is a constant function
on $ :

HT((f>, t) = [n2t + nt-n\

forte [ l / ( n + l ) , 1/ /I] ,H = 1,2, • • • .

It is not difficult to show that

Finally,

i) HT(<j}, 0) is independent of (j>

ii) K(j> = HT(4>, 0) has at most one fixed point as it is a constant function,

i.e. K(HT(<j), 0)) = HT(Hr{4>, 0), 0) = HT(<f>, 0), and

iii) by Corollary 3, T = H(-, 1) has at most one fixed point. It is easily verified
that

HT(HT(<I>, 0), 1) = T(HT{<j>, 0)) = HM, 0).

In certain instances it may be more convenient to consider a modification of
the original function, and to obtain first the fixed points of the modified function.
To yield information regarding the fixed points of the original mapping, the
modification procedure must, in some sense, be reversible.

Examples of the procedure to bs discussed below can be found in S. C. Chu
and J. B. Diaz [1].

The use of iteration homotopies permits the following generalizations of the
theorems of [1], in the sense that the space is not assumed to be normed.

THEOREM 6. IfT, K, K^1 are continuous members of Q0 for which:

i) KK~lis the identity map on <P,

ii) there exists an iteration homotopy Hfor the mapping K~1TK, and
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iii) H((j), 0) has at most one fixed point,

then T has at most one fixed point.

PROOF. By Theorem 2, K~1TK has at most one fixed point. Moreover,
corresponding to each fixed point of K~1TK there is a fixed point of Tand con-
versely.

COROLLARY 7. IfHdenotes the iteration homotopy for K~] TKandH(<j>, 0) = xjj
for all (p e <P, then either the unique fixed point ofTis K\j/, or Thas no fixed point.

PROOF. If H(<j>, 0) = \p for all <f> e <P, the unique fixed point of K~lTK must
be \ji, if there is one. But then, if K'^TKij = ij/, TKxji = KK~^TK^ = K\j/.

The theorem and corollary which follow show that it suffices that some iterate
of the given function be ameaable to modification of the type indicated above.

THEOREM 8. If T, K, K"1 are continuous members of 00 and n0 is a positive
integer for which

i) KK~l is the identity map on 4>

ii) there exists an iteration homotopy Hfor the mapping K~lT"°K, and

iii) H(<j>, 0) has at most one fixed point,

then T has at most one fixea point.

PROOF. By Theorem 2 applied to the mapping K~lT"°K, K"xTn°K has at
most one fixed point. To eveiy fixed point of K~1T"°K corresponds a fixed
point of T"°, and conversely. Finally, every fixed point of Tis a fixed point of T"°.

COROLLARY 9. If H denotes the iteration homotopy for K~lTn°K, and
H(<j>, 0) = \jjfor allip e <P, then either the unique fixed point ofTis K\f/, or T has no
fixed point.

PROOF. AS in the proof of Corollary 7, either Tn°K^ = K\j>, or T"° has no
fixed point. If T has a fixed point, <f), say, then Tk<t> = <f> for all k, and, in particular,
k = n0. However, the fixed point of T"° is unique and hence <f> = Ki//.

If 0 is a Banach space, and if T is a contraction, the classical theorem of
Banach [2; 78) insures that T has at most one fixed point, and that T" converges
to the unique fixed point, ^, say, for any choice of <f>. The Banach contraction
principle states that, for any iteration homotopy for T, HT(4>, t), say, then HT(<j>, 0)
= \jj for all </> e <P, and HT(<j/, 1) = \j/.

An iteration homotopy for a given contraction may be constructed as in
Example 5 (ii); namely, set

Hj(4>, t) = \

forfe[l/(n + l), \jn],n = 1,2,
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Finally, if T is not a contraction, then it may be possible to choose a map K
such that K~lTK or K'^T^K is a contraction. If this is possible, the Banach
contraction principle, in connection with the theorems of Chu and Diaz, give the
desired analogous information about the fixed point of T, for the case in which 4>
is a Banach space.
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